THANK YOU FOR CHOOSING KURYAKYN!

Protect yourself and others from possible injury and property damage or loss. Pay close attention to all instructions, warnings, cautions, and notices regarding the installation, use, and care of this product.

**WARNING**
THIS INDICATION ALERTS YOU TO THE FACT THAT IGNORING THE CONTENTS DESCRIBED HEREIN CAN RESULT IN POTENTIAL DEATH OR SERIOUS INJURY.

**CAUTION**
THIS INDICATION ALERTS YOU TO THE FACT THAT IGNORING THE CONTENTS DESCRIBED HEREIN CAN RESULT IN MINOR OR MODERATE POTENTIAL INJURY.

**NOTICE**
THIS INDICATION ALERTS YOU TO THE FACT THAT IGNORING THE CONTENTS DESCRIBED HEREIN MAY NEGATIVELY AFFECT PRODUCT PERFORMANCE AND FUNCTIONALITY OR DAMAGE THE PRODUCT ITSELF OR THE PRODUCT TO WHICH IT IS BEING ATTACHED.

ENSURE THAT THE FOLLOWING PARTS HAVE BEEN INCLUDED IN THE KIT:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Item Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>USB Power Port</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Hardware Kit Containing:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 Alcohol Pad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 Dielectric Grease Pack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 Double Sided Tape Strip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 1&quot; Handlebar Adapter Assembly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 Screw Plate Adapter Assembly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>4&quot; Black Nylon Cable Ties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>#6-32 X 3/8&quot; Phillips Head Pan Screws</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

YOU WILL ALSO NEED:

Set of Combination Wrenches, Phillips Screwdriver

**NOTICE**
THESE INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS CONTAIN IMPORTANT INFORMATION. ENSURE THE END USER RECEIVES THIS COPY AND IS AWARE OF ITS IMPORTANCE FOR FUTURE USE.

**STEP 1**
Read and understand all steps in the instructions before starting the installation. Park the motorcycle on a hard, level surface and turn off the ignition. Let cool.

**WARNING**
YOU WILL BE WORKING AROUND THE ENGINE AND EXHAUST SYSTEM DURING INSTALLATION. ENSURE THAT THE ENGINE AND EXHAUST SYSTEM HAVE FULLY COOLED TO PREVENT INJURY.

**NOTICE**
KURYAKYN IS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY DAMAGE TO ANY DEVICE BEING USED WITH THIS POWER PORT.

THE POWER PORT IS WEATHER RESISTANT, NOT WATER PROOF! DO NOT USE THE POWER PORT IN RAIN OR INCLEMENT WEATHER. USE THE ATTACHED RUBBER PLUGS TO KEEP WATER OUT OF THE PORTS WHEN RIDING IN RAIN OR INCLEMENT WEATHER.

TO PREVENT DAMAGE TO, OR DISLODGING THE POWER PORT, ALWAYS USE BOTH HANDS TO CONNECT OR DISCONNECT THE MOBILE DEVICE. HOLD THE POWER PORT IN PLACE AND USE YOUR OTHER HAND TO CONNECT OR DISCONNECT THE MOBILE DEVICE.

*NOTE:* Mount in a protected area of the motorcycle, with the ports facing down or to the side and slightly down, to help prevent water from entering the Power Port. If you think that you could have water in the Power Port, lift the back flap and lightly blow into the front.

*NOTE:* The top port on the Power point is approximately 2.0 amp capable. The bottom port is approximately 1.0 amp capable.
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STEP 2 Decide on a mounting area for the Power Point and which mounting base (if needed) will work the best for the chosen location. With the wire harness of the Power Point facing the notch in the base, tip the Power Point down into the mount. PIC 2 Line up the grooves on the sides of the Power Point with the ridges in the base. PIC 2 Slide the Power Point onto the ridges on the mount until it snaps into place.

NOTE: This is a tight fit. It will take some pressure to slide the Power Point into the base. Make sure both grooves of the Power Point are secured on the ridges of the mount.

STEP 3 Remove the seat or side cover (depending on model) to gain access to the battery.

STEP 4 Temporarily position the Power Point in the desired location and route the wire harness of the Power Point to the battery to ensure there is enough harness to reach to the battery. If satisfied with the routing, use the included cable ties to secure the wire harness out of harms way.

NOTE: There is a black four pin connector located in the middle of the Power Point harness. PIC 3 This may be disconnected to ease routing of the harness. If it is disconnected, use a dab of the supplied dielectric grease on each connector before plugging it together.

NOTE: SECURE ALL WIRING AWAY FROM ANY MOVING PARTS, PINCH POINTS OR EXTREME HEAT. KURYAKYN WILL NOT ISSUE A WARRANTY ON ANY ELECTRICAL COMPONENT THAT FAILS DUE TO PINCHED, CRIMPED, BROKEN, ABRADED, MELTED OR FRAYED WIRES.

STEP 5 Disconnect the negative wire from the battery first, then loosen the fastener on the positive wire. Slide the terminal on the RED wire from the Power Point under the fastener on the positive wire and tighten the fastener securely. Attach the terminal on the BLACK ground wire from the Power Point and the negative wire to the negative post on the battery. Tighten securely

STEP 6 Plug a mobile device into the Power point and check to see if it is charging correctly. If the mobile device does not show charging, check the 5 amp fuse in the RED power wire and check that all battery connections are tight.

MOUNTING WITH ADHESIVE TAPE—WITH OR WITHOUT HANDLEBAR MOUNT

STEP 7 Determine the mounting area for the Power Port. If mounting without the handlebar mount, you will need a 1” X 1” flat area. Thoroughly clean the installation area with soapy water and a clean rag. Rinse and dry the area completely. Wipe the installation area with the included alcohol pad to remove any residue and dry completely.

NOTE: ENSURE THE AREA OF INSTALLATION IS FREE OF GREASE, OIL, DIRT OR OTHER DEBRIS INCLUDING WAX/POLISH PRODUCTS AND BUGS TO ENSURE PROPER ADHESION. KURYAKYN WILL NOT ISSUE A WARRANTY ON ANY PARTS LOST DUE TO IMPROPER INSTALLATION.

THE ADHESIVE WILL NOT BOND CORRECTLY IF APPLIED AT TEMPERATURES LESS THAN 50°F. DO NOT ATTEMPT THIS INSTALLATION IN TEMPERATURES LESS THAN 50°F.
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STEP 8
If using just the adhesive pad—Rub the backing of the adhesive tape with your fingernail to activate it. Remove the backing and press tape to the underside of the Power Point for one minute. Rub the backing of the adhesive now attached to the Power Point with your fingernail to activate it. Remove the backing and press the Power Point to the desired location for one minute. Full bonding will occur in 24 hours.

If using the handlebar mount—Rub the backing of the adhesive tape attached to the Handlebar Mount with your fingernail to activate it. Remove the backing and press the Power Point/Handlebar Mount to the desired location for one minute. Full bonding will occur in 24 hours.

NOTE: If the motorcycle is to be operated before the 24 hour cure time has expired, use a good quality masking or painter’s tape over the Power Point to assist in holding it in place until the cure time is over.

MOUNTING WITH THE SCREW PLATE

STEP 9
Determine the location for the Plate. Mark the location of the two holes to be drilled. Remove the Power Point/Mount and, with a center punch, mark the center of each hole.

NOTE: MEASURE TWICE – DRILL ONCE. DOUBLE CHECK ALL REFERENCE MARKS MADE ON THE FAIRING BEFORE DRILLING. KURYAKYN WILL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES RESULTING FROM THIS INSTALLATION.

STEP 10
Determine that nothing is beneath or behind the location of the holes will be damaged or interfered with. Using a 1/8” drill bit, carefully drill the mounting holes.

STEP 11
Rub the backing of the adhesive tape on the Screw Plate with your fingernail to activate it. Remove the backing. Using the included #6-32 X 3/8” Phillips screws, mount the Plate to the location.

STEP 12
Replace the seat or side cover.

WARNING
AFTER INSTALLING THE SEAT, PULL UP ON IT TO ENSURE IT IS LOCKED INTO PLACE. A LOOSE SEAT CAN SHIFT AND CAUSE LOSS OF CONTROL RESULTING IN SERIOUS INJURY OR DEATH.

STEP 13
Use the fins on top of the Power Port to store the rubber plugs when using the Power Port by pressing the retaining cord in between the fins. PIC 4

NOTE: IT IS THE INSTALLER’S RESPONSIBILITY TO ENSURE THAT ALL OF THE FASTENERS (INCLUDING PRE-ASSEMBLED) ARE TIGHTENED BEFORE OPERATION OF THE MOTORCYCLE. KURYAKYN WILL NOT PROVIDE WARRANTY COVERAGE ON PRODUCTS OR COMPONENTS LOST DUE TO IMPROPER INSTALLATION OR LACK OF MAINTENANCE. PERIODIC INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE ARE REQUIRED ON ALL FASTENERS.

-PIC 4-
PRESS RETAINING CORD BETWEEN FINS
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LIMITED WARRANTY
Kuryakyn warrants that any Kuryakyn products sold hereunder, shall be free of defects in materials & workmanship for a period of one (1) year from the date of purchase by the consumer excepting the following provisions:

1. Kuryakyn shall have no obligation in the event the customer is unable to provide a receipt showing the date the customer purchased the product(s).
2. The product must be properly installed, maintained & operated under normal conditions.
3. Kuryakyn shall not be liable for any consequential & incidental damages, including labor & paint, resulting from failure of a Kuryakyn product, failure to deliver, delay in delivery, delivery in nonconforming condition, or for any breach of contract or duty between Kuryakyn & a customer.
4. Kuryakyn products are often intended for use in specific applications. Kuryakyn makes no warranty if a Kuryakyn product is used in applications other than intended.
5. Kuryakyn electrical products are warranted for one (1) year from the date of purchase by the consumer. LED’s contained in components of Kuryakyn products will be warranted for defects in materials & workmanship for 3 years from the date of purchase whereas all other components shall be warranted for one (1) year.
6. All warranty claims must be directed to the place of purchase. Merchandise sold through internet auction sites or any other unauthorized reseller shall not carry a Kuryakyn warranty. If unsure, please contact the place of purchase to verify they are an authorized Kuryakyn reseller.

RETURN POLICY
Merchandise determined to be defective may be returned up to one year from the date of purchase. Returns must be processed through original seller. Returned merchandise for any other reason other than warranty claims must be in like new condition & subject to a 20% restocking fee. All returns are subject to inspection for determination of full or partial credit. Any returned part that shows evidence of being used or installed contrary to manufacturer’s instructions, &/or subjected to improper handling, packaging or return shipping by the customer, will not be eligible for exchange, refund or warranty consideration. All returned electrical items will be inspected & tested. If electrical item is deemed functional, no credit will be issued & item will be returned. All sales are final on discontinued or closeout merchandise.

©2015 KURYAKYN HOLDINGS, LLC ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
KURYAKYN, KURYAKYN K logo and the marks appearing on this instruction sheet are registered and common law trademarks of Kuryakyn Holdings except noted third-party trademarks. A full listing of trademarks and trademark registrations owned by Kuryakyn Holdings can be found at www.kuryakyn.com/legal-notice.

Emissions Notice: The California Air Resources Board (CARB) does not permit the use of aftermarket emission-related parts(s) that alter the performance of OEM emission-related devices unless CARB has issued an Executive Order, other than on racing vehicles on closed courses. Check your local laws and manufacturer’s information.

Listed Manufacturers and product model names are for reference only. All product and company names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders. Use of them does not imply any affiliation with or endorsement by them. All specifications are subject to change without notice.

For additional information on third-party product and company names, please consult our Web page at www.kuryakyn.com/legal-notice